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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

This thesis covers four years of work accomplished as part of the
interdisciplinary Ph.D. project [VF]ast Data, funded by a grant of the Centre
for Data Science and Systems Complexity at the University of Groningen.
The fundamental goal of this project was to provide novel computational
methods to deal with vast and fast data challenges in astrophysics and
particle physics, and to open new perspectives in answering fundamental
scientific questions in these fields. In the next section, I provide a final
overview and conclusions chapter by chapter. Finally, the last section
proposes an outline of a research proposal for future work, extending the
research conducted in this thesis, and discusses the prospects related to
the future of vast data-centric research experiments.

7.1 OVERVIEW PER CHAPTER

Chapter 2: Distributed component forests in 2-D: hierarchical image
representations suitable for tera-scale images

&
Chapter 3: Distributed connected component filtering and analysis in

2-D and 3-D tera-scale data sets

Connected filters are powerful techniques for applications working with
region-based objects, i.e., organs or cells in medical analysis, infrastructures
in remote sensing, or galaxies and stars in astronomy. In particular,
component trees, building upon the notion of connected components, are
well-defined hierarchical structures forming a very memory-efficient multi-
scale representation of an image which can represent all scales present in
the data. Several fields, such as astronomy, remote sensing, or biomedical
imaging, have benefited from the recent development of these tools. Yet,
because of their computational footprint, these techniques are not adapted
for analyzing vast data sets.

In Chapters 2 and 3, we presented a novel algorithm enabling
component tree techniques to be applied to Tera-Scale data sets (91012

pixels) using distributed-memory architectures. Building upon the shared-
memory parallelization scheme proposed by Wilkinson et al. (2008) and
the Distributed Component Forest concept introduced by Kazemier et al.
(2017), we designed DISCCOFAN (DIStributed Connected COmponent
Filtering and ANalysis), a component tree toolbox that performs extraction,
filtering, and multi-scale analysis of the connected components in vast two-
and three-dimensional data sets.
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7.1. Overview per chapter

DISCCOFAN’s implementation builds upon a divide-and-conquer approach
where the original data set is divided into smaller chunks assigned to
several distributed nodes, each concurrently building a local component
tree. The parallelization scheme to construct the initial trees is hybrid,
benefiting from the advantages of shared and distributed-memory ar-
chitectures. The local component trees produced are then iteratively
refined and corrected for connected components spanning over several tiles.
This process is achieved using a 2-by-2 merging scheme that minimizes
inter-node communication overloads. At the end of the refinement, the
image is represented by a forest of individual component trees of which
post-processing yields the same result as pruning the component tree
of the full image. In Chapter 2, we assessed the performance of this
approach in dealing with two-dimensional, low-dynamic range data sets
(less than 16 bits-per-pixel), showing that this approach has an almost
linear scaling performance when increasing the number of processing
nodes. In Chapter 3, we extended the Distribution Component Forest
technique to enable the processing of three-dimensional data sets having
higher dynamic ranges (up to single-precision floating-point value and
32 bits-per-pixel). We compared our approach to the recent algorithm
from Götz et al. (2018) that only performs the tree construction in a
distributed manner (it does not compute attributes), showing a better
performance of our method. In particular, we used DISCCOFAN to process a
three-dimensional floating-point astronomical data set of 162 Gigapixels.
To our knowledge, this is the largest data set ever handled using component
tree techniques. We reported a processing rate of 18.3 Mpx per second
when using 48 processes, decreasing by a factor of 11 the computational
time required to process these data sequentially. Overall, DISCCOFAN is the
first approach suitable to process real Tera-Scale 2-D and 3-D data sets up
to single-precision floating-point complexity.

Chapter 4: The origin of the escape of Lyα and LyC photons

To understand the physical processes governing cosmic reionization, we
must constrain the properties of the astronomical objects that populated
the Epoch of Reionization. Several theoretical studies have suggested
that a population of low-mass, compact star-forming galaxies with an
average escape fraction of ionizing photons of 10–20% reionized the
Universe (Ouchi et al. 2009; Robertson et al. 2013; Dressler et al. 2015;
Finkelstein et al. 2019). Yet, because of the lack of observational facilities
able to observe the high-redshift universe, cosmic reionization is still largely
unconstrained by observations. Upcoming facilities such as ground-based
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large telescopes (E-ELT, GMT, TMT) and the James Webb Space Telescope
will enable high-redshift observations of galaxies during the EoR and allow
us to determine the dominant sources of ionizing photons at these epochs.
To optimally interpret these upcoming observations, we need to understand
the physical mechanisms driving the escape of Lyman continuum photons,
which, in turn, is pivotal for the search of Lyman continuum emitters.

In Chapter 4, we investigated the interstellar medium properties of 22
low-redshift star-forming galaxies, 13 of which have an escape fraction of
ionizing photons between 1 and 72%. Using observations of their UV and
FUV spectra, we constrained the dust extinction, neutral hydrogen covering
fraction and velocity width, and Lyman-α properties such as the equivalent
widths, escape fractions, peak velocities, and fluxes at the minimum of the
observed emergent profiles. This analysis highlighted tight correlations
between the presence of low-column density paths (i.e. low neutral gas
covering fraction) and the observation of large Lyα equivalent widths and
Lyα and LyC escape fractions. Further, we emphasized that dust plays a
critical role in regulating the fraction of these photons that escape the ISM.

Consequently, this work emphasized that the degree of porosity of
the ISM and the amount of dust extinction are crucial ingredients to
understanding the escape of both Lyα and LyC photons. These outcomes
are critical for interpreting future high-redshift galaxy observations. We
reported that low-ionization metal lines are promising tracers of the ISM
porosity. Future observational facilities will have enough sensitivity to
observe these lines with a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to extract a lower
limit to the escape fraction of LyC photons during the EoR. Therefore,
forthcoming high-redshift UV spectroscopic observations will enable us to
set the first estimates on the leakage of ionizing photons in galaxies during
the EoR. These constraints will allow us to assess whether these escape
fractions are consistent with theoretical models favoring star-forming
galaxies as the dominant contributors to cosmic reionization.

Chapter 5: Inferring the properties of the sources of reionization
using the morphological spectra of the ionized regions

Another powerful observational probe for studying cosmic reionization is
the 21-cm line from the neutral hydrogen. Such 21-cm observations provide
unique insights into the evolution of the IGM and sources properties during
the EoR. In Chapter 5, we used DISCCOFAN to examine how the number-
count and morphological properties of the ionized regions, extracted from
21-cm tomographic images, can be used to constrain the physics governing
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7.1. Overview per chapter

reionization. Our results highlighted that the evolution of the eccentricity,
porosity, and asymmetry of the ionized regions during the EoR robustly
traces the properties of the underlying sources. Further, we combined
DISCCOFAN with a Bayesian statistical inference framework to quantify
the astrophysical constraints set by these 21-cm tomographic statistics.
We produced two mock observations depicting two reionization models
dominated by faint and bright galaxies, respectively, which included the
instrument characteristics of the SKA1-Low observatory assuming 1000
hours of observations at redshifts 10, 9, and 8, respectively.

Our inference results highlighted that the ionized regions number-count
and morphological spectra are powerful alternative statistics to disentangle
reionization scenarios with different ionizing efficiency of the sources and
minimum mass of the star-forming halos. In fact, these statistics indirectly
probe the time evolution of the average number of ionizing photons emitted
in the IGM per baryon, which is a key quantity to understand cosmic
reionization.

Although these outcomes support the use of 21-cm tomographic
statistics to recover the astrophysics of the ionizing sources, we also report
that using the power spectrum of the 21-cm fluctuations provides the
tightest constraints on the properties of the reionization sources. However,
21-cm tomographic statistics are more robust to the presence of diffuse
foreground residuals in the observations than when using the power
spectrum. Hence, these results highlighted the importance of combining
both approaches in forthcoming observational studies with the SKA to
achieve more robust scientific results.

Chapter 6: Fast reconstruction of particle trajectories using the
PANDA Straw Tube Tracker

Modern and future high-energy particle collision experiments will operate
at extremely high interaction rates. This is necessary because, to push
forward our understanding of the physics governing the subatomic world,
detecting exotic particle states with a small cross section require billions
of billions of particle collisions to detect a signal above the hadronic
background. The amount of data produced during these high interaction-
rate experiments also reaches gigantic sizes (hundreds of gigabytes per
second). In particular, the upcoming antiProton ANnihilation at DArmstadt
(PANDA) experiment will operate at data rates of up to 200 Gigabytes
per second. Storing the entire data collected by the particle detectors is
practically impossible, hence, an efficient pre-processing must be achieved
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online to optimally select the relevant events.

Chapter 6 presented a novel algorithm to perform a fast reconstruction
of particle trajectories using the data collected by the central Straw Tube
Tracker in PANDA. The proposed algorithm builds upon the combination of
three different phases, connecting isolated hits, refining overlapping tracks,
and merging track candidates whose direction and spatial orientation
are consistent. The design of the algorithm has a small computational
complexity such that the overall computational time is minimized.

We compared our method to the recent algorithm proposed in Babai
et al. (2015, 2020) that performs track reconstruction in the STT using
attribute-space-connected filtering techniques (Wilkinson 2005). Our
proposed algorithm reconstructs more tracks closer to the truth, notably
improves the determination of the z information in the particle tracks
while decreasing the processing time needed by more than two orders of
magnitude, with an average of 0.037 seconds spent on the reconstruction
of single events with a track multiplicity between one and twelve. Overall,
both the computational speed and the efficiency reported suggest that this
approach is promising for in-situ event selection in PANDA.

7.2 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

The overview of each chapter presented above emphasized that Data
Science has been a central aspect of the research conducted in the
context of this thesis. The design of generic or specific tools enabled
us to provide elegant solutions to interpret the information content of
vast astrophysical and fast particle physics data sets. Further, the thesis
combines a wide range of techniques that spans from mathematical
morphology, shared and distributed memory architectures, least-square
fitting methods for astronomical galaxy spectra and particle trajectories
reconstruction, Bayesian statistical frameworks, cosmological simulations,
and radio-interferometric observations. This aspect emphasizes that, to
achieve the best results in dealing with a Data Science application, scientists
must be able to rely on a large skill-set allowing them to design original
solutions. Statistics, Mathematics, and Computer Science are the pillars of
modern Data Science analyses: combining techniques from these fields is
powerful and opens new ways in dealing with fundamental questions in
diverse scientific domains.
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7.2. General conclusions and future prospects

More than simply emphasizing the importance of having the right
toolbox, this thesis also presented the challenges that will emerge from this
upcoming scientific era driven by cutting-edge research experiments with
an exponentially growing complexity. As discussed in the very first chapter
of this thesis, research has now entered a data-centric era, with promising
data-driven discoveries to come shortly. Yet, these successes will come
at a cost: being able to transform gigantic amounts of complex data into
coherent information-based contents that will, in turn, help us to improve
our understanding of the large to small scale physical processes governing
our Universe. Building upon the research conducted in the context of this
thesis, I provide below an outline of future projects to extend these studies.

Future developments and applications for component-tree techniques

In this thesis, we presented the potential of component-tree techniques
for object-based applications. Component tree techniques are powerful
because they allow large freedom in their conception. For example, several
studies have benefited from using different types of tree structures than the
classical max or min-trees presented in this work. Ouzounis & Soille (2012)
introduced the “alpha tree”, i.e. a tree based on dissimilarities, which allows
images of vector-valued pixels to be processed for dissimilarity analyses.
Monasse & Guichard (2000) implemented the self-dual “level-line” tree
which combines the pair of dual-component trees (min-tree and max-tree)
into a single tree (see also the work from Géraud et al. 2013). Aside from
changing the type of tree structure, one can also refine the connectivity
rule to define connected components using second-generation connectivity
rules that extend the simple spatial neighborhood relations. Each of these
techniques provides a different approach to the information contained in
the data. Including these developments in future releases of DISCCOFAN

will extend the potential of this tool which will be useful in the context of
the upcoming Big Data challenges faced in several fields.

Recent works have emphasized the potential of these techniques for
diverse applications. Teeninga et al. (2015) and Haigh et al. (2021)
developed MTOBJECTS, a powerful tool to detect extremely faint structures
in astronomical optical surveys. Xu et al. (2016) introduced Tree-Based
Shape-Spaces and showed that this technique is extremely promising for
object extraction in biomedical data sets. Very recently, Perret & Cousty
(2021) showed how to combine component tree techniques with machine
learning approaches such as neural networks. Machine learning techniques
have great potential to provide “automatic” methods to explore and
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interpret complex, high-dimensional, data sets. While still mostly used
for exploratory studies, these tools should play a major role in future data
analysis developments. Hence, combining the best of the Mathematical
Morphology and Machine learning worlds will be crucial to enabling
significant data-driven discoveries.

There is also a great potential for applying component tree techniques
in astrophysics. In this thesis, we presented an application using realistic
simulations of intensity mapping data sets that the SKA will provide. Yet,
there are many more upcoming telescopes that could benefit from these
techniques. The Vera C. Rubin Observatory, previously referred to as
the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (Tyson 2002), will be one other
major forthcoming telescope, embedding a camera of 3200 megapixels
and collecting almost 20 Terabytes of data for each night of observations.
Similarly, the upcoming Euclid satellite (Laureijs et al. 2011) will image
billions of galaxies to investigate the past ten billion years of the Universe’s
cosmic history. Its observations will cover more than 40% of the sky.
Having a tool able to provide a quick and efficient multi-scale analysis
of the properties of the structures observed in these gigantic maps could
enable us to open new perspectives in several fields related to the evolution
of the large-scale structure of our Universe.

Finally, these techniques have proved to be suitable for biomedical
imaging and remote sensing applications. They have attractive properties
to characterize the properties of biological objects, detect deformations
in blood vessels or organs, or to provide a rapid analysis of the damage
caused by natural disasters (e.g. Romaniello et al. 2017). Therefore, there
exist many different ways to benefit from component tree techniques given
an application, and this aspect is promising for initiating original inter-
disciplinary collaborative projects in the future.

Preparing for the revolutionary era of EoR observations

The construction of a new generation of astronomical telescopes will
provide revolutionary observations to tighten our understanding of the
physical processes governing the evolution of our Universe. In particular,
the upcoming facilities discussed in the context of this thesis, such as
the E-ELT, the GMT, the TMT, the JWST, and the SKA, will provide
unique observations during cosmic reionization, an epoch still largely
unconstrained by observations. Large ground-based telescopes and the
JWST will observe the UV and FUV spectra of the first galaxies that
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populated the EoR, which will be pivotal to understand the properties
of reionization sources. Yet, a significant amount of preparatory work will
be necessary to establish a consistent theoretical framework that will help
us interpret these unique observations. Recent efforts aim at exploring
the low-redshift Universe to assemble an ideal observational laboratory of
star-forming galaxies with similar properties as high-redshift galaxies (e.g.
Borthakur et al. 2014; Izotov et al. 2016a,b, 2018a,b, 2021). One of the
main focuses of these studies is to constrain the characteristic properties
of galaxies emitting ionizing photons to establish robust diagnostics that
will enable us to measure the ionizing efficiencies of the high-redshift
sources populating the EoR. Such effort is critical for assessing the nature
of the dominant sources of ionizing photons during cosmic reionization
(Finkelstein et al. 2019; Naidu et al. 2020).

While waiting for the JWST, these efforts relied heavily on using the
capabilities of the Hubble Space Telescope, launched in 1990, and still
delivering unique observations. In particular, the recent COS Legacy
Archive Spectroscopic SurveY (CLASSY) HST/COS treasury program
(Principal Investigator: Prof. Danielle Berg) represents the first high-
resolution spectral catalog of 44 local star-forming galaxies. The CLASSY
sample selected galaxies with properties similar to reionization-era systems
in terms of stellar mass, star formation rate, and metallicity. These FUV
observations will provide a tremendous amount of information suitable
to extract important diagnostic features characterizing the processes that
regulate the production and transmission of low and high-energy photons.
As part of the collaboration working on this data, I aim to use this unique
data set to extend the work presented in Chapter 4 and improve the
current theoretical models, which is critical to interpreting forthcoming
observations with the JWST.

In Chapter 5, we emphasized the potential of the SKA to explore
the evolution of the neutral hydrogen during reionization using 21-cm
observations. The SKA will provide unique insights into the propagation
of ionizing radiation on large scales, which, in turn, will enable us to
constrain the properties of the sources of cosmic reionization (Mellema
et al. 2013, 2015; Koopmans et al. 2015). Importantly, this instrument
will face some of the most complex data processing challenges that we will
need to solve in order to reveal the underlying astrophysical information.
Similar to the JWST, a significant number of preliminary studies must be
conducted to determine the best approach to optimally benefit from these
observations. In this thesis, I explored the use of tomographic data sets
to quantify the astrophysical constraints one could set using alternative
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statistics. This proof-of-concept analysis can be extended in several ways:
first, by using more complex (higher dimensionality) reionization models
including a more physically relevant discretization of the parameter space.
Second, by investigating the biases induced by the presence of foreground
contaminants in the data. Foreground removal techniques are not perfect,
and we must accurately identify the potential impact of these residuals
on the astrophysical analyses (e.g., Nasirudin et al. 2020). Finally, one
could explore how to combine different statistics in the same inference
framework to derive tighter constraints on these astrophysical parameters.
The latter is not a simple task because many of these statistics (e.g.,
bispectrum, Betti numbers, Minkowski functionals Watkinson & Pritchard
2014; Kapahtia et al. 2019; Hutter et al. 2020; Giri & Mellema 2020)
provide some redundant information, prohibitive for Bayesian statistical
inference analyses. Overall, SKA is such a large research experiment that
many more project opportunities exist to further explore the science that
this instrument will enable.

Designing the optimal track reconstruction algorithm for PANDA

For particle-physics applications, upcoming accelerators will also provide
revolutionary data to tighten our understanding of subatomic physics. In
this thesis, we focused on the specific Straw Tube Tracker embedded in the
PANDA experiment. PANDA involves other diverse particle trackers that are
also relevant for track reconstruction algorithms. Hence, this experiment
provides multiple research tracks worth exploring as future prospects.

The algorithm presented in this thesis showed promising characteristics
to provide efficient and fast decision-making during online processing, with
an average processing time of 40 milliseconds per event. Yet, PANDA will
work at interaction rates up to 20 MHz which corresponds to one event
every 50 nanoseconds. This interaction rate is still five orders of magnitude
higher than the current computational speed of our method. In practice,
the factor by which this computational speed needs to be improved also
depends on the available computational resources. Since each event is
independent, the reconstruction can be done in parallel, such that, with a
machine having 1000 cores, we would only need to improve the speed of
our method by two orders of magnitude. Additionally, the STT has a slower
readout acquisition rate such that we aim at matching the acquisition rates
of the order of hundred nanoseconds (Erni et al. 2013). However, this
slower data acquisition rate comes at the expense of a significant overlap
in events (and tracks). Hence, to further improve our method, future
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developments should focus on two main aspects: computational speed and
efficiency. For the former, a significant improvement is achievable using
an optimal parallelization scheme. Several sections in the code contain
separable operations that can be efficiently distributed to several processes
to lower the computational footprint. This is especially true for the first
phase of our algorithm that looks for track extremities, and the last phase
that performs track merging. To implement the parallelization scheme,
GPUs would be particularly suited as they include a large number of cores,
making them well suited to complete redundant tasks very quickly. This
prospect is one of our current priorities to speed up the track reconstruction
process.

Regarding the algorithm’s efficiency, future developments will include
additional detectors’ information to improve its ability to deal with
overlapping tracks. In particular, two detectors to consider are the Micro
Vertex Detector (MVD, Collaboration et al. 2012) and the Electromagnetic
Calorimeter (EMC, Erni et al. 2008). The MVD is located inside the STT
volume and provides crucial information to tighten the particle trajectories
around the beam-target interaction point. Importantly, MVD detections
are three-dimensional points already containing the precise z-information
(it does not require a specific z-reconstruction process as with the STT).
Outside the STT lies the EMC, composed of crystals, located in a 3-D
coordinate system, that “collect” the energy deposited by particles transiting
through them. This tracker provides pivotal information about particle
energy loss, which is valuable for determining the initial particle energy
budget. Combining the EMC and MVD in the current STT algorithm would
enable us to more accurately constrain the charged particle trajectories
from the beam-target interaction point to the extremities of a larger volume
around it. Arguably, this approach would help to estimate the particles’
momenta and refine the in-situ event selection. However, we must ensure
that this effort does not significantly impact computational time.

Concluding Remark: As a final note to conclude this thesis, I would like
to stress that there is a very bright future for the next era of vast and
fast research experiments. In particular, these experiments will enable
discoveries that will have substantial implications for the future of our
society. So, to whoever is reading these lines, be curious, be interested,
be aware of the great science that is achieved all around the globe, and if
you can, take an active part in it. There are many more formidable and
exciting prospects to explore in this Universe, it is only up to us to decide
how to make the best of it.
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